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Abstract
The synthesisof human handmotion and grasping of arbitrary

shaped objects is a very complex problem. Therefore high-level
control is needed to perfonrt these actions. In or&r to satisfy the
kinematic and physical constraints associated with the human hand
and to reduce the enormous search space associated with the problem
of grasping objects, a knowledge based approach is used. A three-
phased scheme is presented which incorporates the role of the hand,
the objec~ the environment and the animator. The implementation of

a hand simulation system HANDS is discussed.

CR Categories: 1.3.5:computationalgcometrysndobjectmodeling;
1.3.7:Thr=-Dimensional graphics and realism;
Keywords Grasp Planning, Animation, Simulatio~ Robotics

1.Introduction
Although there has been someprogresson simulating thegeomet-

ric deformation of the hand during a grasping contact [Gourret 89],
animating the grasping motion behavior of the hand remains a
difficult task for the computer animator. Even the use of advanced
inverse-kinematic and physically-based Iiib control techniques
demand that the animator tdously pxition thepalrn, the thumb, and
each frnger of the hand until the grasped object appears to be trapped
by the hand in a natural, physically credible way.

Special input devices that attempt to digitize hand motio~ such

as the dutu-gfove, do not yet record precise individual fiiger and

thumb joint motion or ~ovide the feedback required for intuitive
interactive grasping [Fwhcr 86] ~wata 90]. Augmenting digitized
motion with some grasping intelligence may help to reduce the need
for such extensive feedback. However, the focus of this paper is on
the problem of synthesizing grasping motion, rather than simply re-
cording it.

Since the hand is a multi-limbed system, recent computer animat-
ion and robotics research directed at problems associated with
modelling limb kinematics and dynamics [Armstrong 86] ~adler
87] [Girard 87] @acs 87] [Korein 82] ~atkez 82] [Barzel 88]
~ilhehns 87] [Schoner90], collision detection [Gilbert 89] [Moore
88] [Baraff 89], motion pltig [Lmzano-Perez 82] [Brooks 83],
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and optimhing motion in the presence of kinematic and physically-
bsaed constraints [Girard 90] [Kircksnski 82] [Lm 83] [Sahar 85]
~an 88] [Witkin 87] have helped to lay the basis for umtrolling
individual fiigers. Howevm, the selection of grasping positions, the
coordination of fingers, and the determination of the pabn’s motion
trajectory during a graapin8 action requires a higher-level analysis
and a control system that opera&es as a function of the hand’s
geometric, kinematic, and physical characterics taken as a whole.

Although we are able to easily pickup most objects with tiule
eff~ the human capability for manrudly grasping ob~ts is anon-
trivial task. Grasping strategies must take into account tie geometry
and dynamic characteristics of the object to be grx the selection
of contact between the object and the fingers, thumb and patm of the
hand and the problems associated with finding coUision-free paths
in the context of the generat environment.

Our approach begins with the realization that the ease with which
a person is able to decide how and whereto grasp an object depends
on the person’s familiarity with that ob~t. We view this human
capability as a multi-stage process, in an approach that is similar to
that suggested by Tomovic ~omovic 871 in the robotics literature.

Fust, the object is idtmtified accmding to its similarity to a given
class of shapes, such as a block, sphere, torus, cone, or cylinder.
Then, in the second stage, a grasping strategy associated with the
object’s classification is chosen from a knowlege-bsse of class
specific, pararnetenzed techniques In the thiid stag% the grasp is
marginally ad@ed to manage the object’s deviation in shape from
its classified shape. In this way, the asfronornical search spscc of
grasping techniques and grasping locations which are possible
between the hand and an arbitrary three-dimensional object may be
restricted to the much smaller set of frequently used human grasping
methods.

In the next section, we begin with a kinematic &acription of the
hand. In section 3 the high-level control of the hand is discussed. In
section 4, we give.sn overview of the grsspphmning problem and the
knowledge-based approach toward its solution. Finatly, in section 5,
we give our conclusions with suggestions for future research.

2. Kinematics of the hand
2.1 Model of a human hand

The fiigers have4 DOF, two at the connection with the palm, one
at the end of the first Figer part andone at the end of the second finger
part [See figure 1]. From this we can establish the link coordinate
frames of the fingers and obtain the four Denavit-Hmtcrrberg param-
eters [Denavit 55] for each link.
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fig. 1: model of ajinger

The thumb is very dextrous and therefore a more complicated
manipulator. Because a large part of the thumb seems to be part of the
palm of the hand and the joints are moving along non-trivial axes, the
motion of a thumb is not easily understood. A workable model of the
thumb that approximates the motions of a real human thumb is a
manipulator with 5 lX)F [See figure 2]. From this we can establish
the link coordute frames of the thumb and obtain the four Denavit
and Hartenberg parameters for each link.

2.2 Basic motion control
From the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters, itispossibleto find the

transformation matrices for adjacent coordinate systems. The for-
ward kinematics problem is easily solved by using the product of
these transformation matrices [Fu 87]. Forward kinematics is useful
for bending fingers at the fiints. However we ae also interested in
simulating the human ability to place the tip of the fiiger at a certain
location. For this inverse kinematics is required.

22.1. Inverse kinematicsof tieffngers
A human finger has the property that it is (sfmost) impossible to

move the joint of the last link(joint4) without moving the next to last
joint (joint 3) snd vice-versa without forcing one of the two not to
move in some unnaturaf way. Therefore, there is a dependency
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fig. 2: tnodelof attuunb

between these two joints that is caused by the tendon that runs
through the finger. Careful observation reveals that there is an almost
Iinearrelationship between t.hejoint angles q3 and q4. [See figure 3].

After measuring severaf human subjects, we found this could be
reasonably approximated by:

q4=213*q3

By making q4 fully dependent on q3 , the number of degrees of
tieedom is reduced. The solution of the inverse kinematics will now
be of the form:

q=(ql,C@,q3, 2/3*q3)

Landsmer’s [Landsmeer 55, 58, 63] empirical studies of the
physiology of the human hand addressed the relationship between
the joint angles of the fingers and the @.ivstion of the tendons. Other
studies support the finding that the relationship between the joint
angles is not completely linear [Armstrong 78]. We are planning to
incorporate this more accurate model in the near future.

A second way to simplify the problem is to note that the finger is
a planar manipulator with the execption of the first joint. From this
it follows thatql carIbe calculated directly from the dwplacement of
the fingertip in the XOand yO direction, and that it is completely
independent of the other joint angles. [See figure 4a].

From the factthatq3 andq4 are fully dcpenden~ itcanbeseenthat
in order to reach an arbitrarypoint at distance d horn the origin of the
Othcoordinate bun% there is a unique solution for q3, and therefore

fig. 3: dependency of joint angles
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jig. 5: single jinger conlrol jig. 6: group control

also for q4. [See figure 4b]. These angles can be calculated using a
binary search on q3 that converges quickly. The remainiig joint
angle q2 can now be calculated such that the tip of the finger will be

at the correct lsxation.

2.2.2. Inverse kinematics of the thumb
Due to the greater kinematic complexity of the thumb, a closed-

form solution was not found. Instead we empIoyed the resolved
motion rate control method, in which the desired joint-space solution
of the thumb is satisfied as a secondary goal [Liegeois 77] [Klein 83].
An excellent review of this method, along with a means of solving
difficulties with singularities of dtepseudo-inverse jaeobian, may be
found in [Maeiej 90]. The thumb’s joint-space secondary goal, in
context of our kinematic model, is recalculated at each position to
minimize deviations from joint angles matching the following ex-
perimental observations:

q3 = 2*(q2 - l/6*n) and
q5 = 7/5 * q4.

3. High level control of the hand
Attaining a desired posture by moving all the different joints of

the fingers separately is a very tedious and time consuming process.
Higher level control has been incorporated in our system, called
HANDS, to ease the burden of manipulating many degrees of
freedom and to prevent unnatural hand postures horn occuring.

The interactive positioning of a hand into a desired gesture in
HANDS may be accomplished by using a set of functions that give
the animator different levels of control over the hand.

3.1 Single-finger control
The lowest level of control involves direet independent control over
each fiiger. [see figure 5]. This can be done using both forward and
inverse kinematics of fingers, which satisfy the constraints of natural
movement diseuaaed in the previous section.

3.2 Group control
The second level of control isthatof groupcontrol. [see figure 6]. The
user can select which fingers belong to a group andthen use anumber
of functions to change the hand posture:

Closing and cpening of a group.
This function closes or opens all fingers that are part of the group
at the same time, in the same way as this can be done for single
fingers.

fig. 7: hand control

Spreading ofa group
Me fmg~s of-the’ group are spread outward or inward by
changing the joint angle of the fust joint of all the fingers in the
group, depending on their location on the hand and the joint
angles of the two most outward fingers.

33 Hand control
The last level of control is complete hand control [see figure 7].
- Hand posture library

The user can build up a hand pmme library from which he can
choose desired hand postures. These hand postures are made with
the use of tie above functions and can then be stored with an
unique name in the library. Thus hand postures can be added to
and deleted horn the library. The advantage of this is clex a
posture can lx constructed once and then easily be reeallcd from

the library and then pasted in.

fig. 8: tht?fUkbS of the hand
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Precaleulcatedpostures
Beaides the user-de~med hand postures there are also system-
defmed hand postures. These are hand postures that might be
difficult to achieve with theamtrcda mentioned above orposturea
that are very ofien used. Examples of these hand postures are the
hand at arestpositio~ af~t andsomepinchea. Aprnch is thestate
in which the tip of the thumbis placed against the tipof a ftnger.
These postures are calculated using edision detection [Gilbert
88] [Rypkema90] so thattheti~ areexaetly touchingeachother,
and not interseeting. [see figure 8].

4. Grasp Planning
4.1 The elemerttainvolvedh grasping

When grasping behavior is incorporatedinto aninteractivecom-
puter animation systenL four elements are of main importance

- the object
the hand

- the environment
the usex-interface

These elements have eertairtcharacteristics that influenee the design
of the grasping motion [see figure 9].

Characteristics of the target object:
Geometrical What is the size and the shape of the

object?
Physicak What are the mass, distribution of mass,

and inertia of the ob~t?
Mechanical: What is the rigidness (i.e. is it completely

rigi~ elastic or flexible) and the eoefilcient of
fiction of the objeet? [Wang 88].

Characteristics qfthe hand.
Geometrieak How large is the hand, what is the shape of the

hand?
Physicak What is the strength of the hand?
Mechanieak DeXtetity (hoW skilled is the hand?), grip (what

is the &Iction coefficient of the hand?)
Naturdnea= Human sensory motor eonmol, muscular con

Straints.
Topological: What are the connections and degrees of free

dom at eaeh of the joints of the hand.

environment

s-
dymmicat

} 1 1 I

+
grasping
proeeaaea

+

Characteristics oftk environment
Information about the environment is required to determine
potential obstacles and eollisiona.
Spatial complexity Where are all other objects (location and

orientation)?
Dynstnieal complexity: Howdootherobjccts, arrns,etc.move in

time?

Characteristics c#tk urer-intetjhce
Expression: How doea a usez want to express his ideas?
Automation: How muchdoestheuser want to be done automati

Cidly?
Control: Unk whatcircurnstaneea does auser want tube

able to take control?
output When there are multiple solutions, when should

the system offer choices and when must it out
put just onq working solution?

4.2 A Knowledge Baaed approach
Previous research on the analysis of human hand motion supports

a knowledge-based approach to the synthesis of a grasping behavior
~omovic 87] ~berrdl 88].

Human beimgs perform grasping tasks by usrng czxperiertce that
has been gathered over time. The appro=h followed here is to
incorporate this experience into a knowledge base. The knowledge
base can be seem as a collection of precalculated strategies for
dfferent categories of situations, thus partitioning the enormous
search space of possible solutions into computatiomdly managsble
subsets.

Each of the knowledge-based strategies assumes the form of a
three-phased decomposition into tie following subtasks [see figure
lo]:

1. The task initialization phase
2. The target approach phase
3. The grasp execution phase

In the task initialization phase, the target objeet is classified as a
primitive and the overall strategy for grasping the ob~t is &ter-
tnined. During the target approach phaa%all pssiblegrasppsitions
are faltered to obtain the feasible ones from which the hand is
preshaped to assume art optimal or user-selected grasp position.
Once the hand is preshaped to the primitiv~ the grasp execution
phase ensures that the fingers will close around the setual object.

>

Task initialization phase

Target approach phase

+
grasp motion

jig. 9: elements involved in grasping fig. 10: &compositwn of grasping tark
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43 The fask Ittitlalbrkst phase
Whenaspecikgmqing taakiatobecarried oWthemotionis

mfkncedby thehigh-levdgaal thatleadstothsgraspingmotion.
Forexanqie ahammesshmkibe grqed differentlydepmdng on
w*-*~pdatikm@andmLhfme the
caaofti -tid~-chrn ti-ktitifla
pbrnmkmbtie mexcti~ti-~ mgedl~tik
grasp confi~ations thstdonot satis~ some deaired goaL The
Chlasifkatkn of grasfsl m tetms of goals has not been implemestted.

Thus far, otu knowledge base consists of classi&Xions baaed
O@ on the SK of ti objw. _ the object identification

process [see figure131theobjectisclassifiedasoneof tbepitnitive
ob~~~~~~tix.)[=fi~ell]~ti
valuesof thesmibuteaamspecitied.Classificationof complex3D
shapeaas geneiicpimitives is a difficultpsobkm that has been
addmsed in the computes vision literature ~ 87] ~arr 82].
Ohjects can bemmpased withthedifkrent primitive typesby
looking atvo- cesttcrof gravity, etc.lleprimitivea must also be
oricstted m such away that the best matching between the @mitive
and the target object is afhieved by ntinimii of differences m
their Occupkd volumes.

Human beings have a vexy good twmaeof classifying objects as
primitives. Therefore m tlw cusmnt version of the gasping Sysm
tid-~eof~ob~=a-~ tivekkfi~ti~.
ThiacanbedominasimpIe intemcU.ve way by selecting a @mitive
fromapop-up tnamandtlmt visuaIlypoaitioning the@nitivese
that it ckmmwrii the object.

Oncethepfimitive isknown, thevahtesfor theattributesofthe
@mitive can be mmputed automatically. These attributes are very
s@k. ha MAtiymtitigti dmgtiti===&, *
d&Faa*etiymtitiurdfmaqWda-
tiymtirtiu rdtiti~h[=fi~ll].

Fiiy, informattm. about theenviNmment Shmdd be gathered
Theenv. uonmuMcanputreslrictiona onthewayanobject is grasped.
~~w~titi~get~~t -bhkhmfmtihti
mmm~ittipstible m-tiprn~mti=oftie
object.

4.4 The target approachphase
Thepositionoftbehand inchxkaboththepositionoftlwpalmand

the positions of the f-. As a convention we will call a hami
position that specifies a grnsp a grqptwition.

The seawhapaceof possible grssp positiona for a given object is
emmnously Iarg%so it would be very time mmwming to fti a
correct and natural grasp by simply searching all these possibilities.
This follows partially fiutnthe fact that the hand has ahugenumber
ofdegrees of freedom. ht themodel evay6nger has4DOF, tlE
thumb has 5 DOF ad the hand 3 DOF, so this@~ (4x4)+5+3 = 24
DOF, which shows how dextrousahumanhand is. Ako, when only

antsiderittg fmga+bject cuttact ~ the number of possible
cmtacts is extmmelylarge. Sahsbury has shown that a hand with five
three-linked fingers may touch a ball in S40 ways ~aaon 85].

Agraapshould be fomxltkomthialmge solution space thst
minimha muack tension and Optimkathestability of thegripon
the object. Themunber of posaibilitiea may be limited by enforcing
a setof candraintsandpr~ies thatcan hedmived from observing
how human lx+mgs tend to grasp objects.

The ffi pmpesty that deu~ the large number of possible
sktiotifi~ti~-mfickqo~=wtititi
fingers @aced on qpsitejaccs. This also makes sense physically,
~rntisw~ti fa=titi fmg--mexmati
ob@rntim_astikpqk~Mly l*stitief~
needed whengmspingt heobjectina nyotherwsy.

Asecondpmperty ofhumangrasping isthattithumb abrwst
always takzspartinthegrq. Gasps without the thumb are very
rare and they don’t kok natural. Wheat picking up an object using
_i@fm, titimbb#Am- f=ofti&~tmdti
other ilstger sthattakepar tinti grasp srepkcedonthe opposite
fsce.

‘rhesetwoconatdt tdpqdeameanin thecaseofgrasping a
block thatthenumberof grasp typcaislimkedto24

#opp.faces . WWnb I&atw . #@n focationl =
3.2.4=24
[see figure 12]

jig. 12: grasp positiom for a bzbck
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In order to automate grasping we need to fiit determine which
grasp positions are feasible. Then we wish to select fhe ‘best’ or
optimal grasp out of this feasible set. Instead of computing every
possible grasp position dellrted by the constraints and properties
d~cussed in the previous sectiom a series of more computationally
eftlcient tests may be applied to irtcremezttally rule out infeasible
grasps.

The target approach phase fiist applies these tests and then orders
the feasible grasps in accordance with art optimization criterion.
Then the hand is lead from an arbitraryposition to the vicinity of the
object, with the hand preshaped to grasp the target object’s associ-
ated primitive. The target approach phase consists of the following
subtasks [see fig. 13]:

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

determination of contact surfaces of the object’s associated
primitive
selecting the hand position with respect to the feasible
contact surf-s
selecting the graspmcde and hand structure for the chosen
hand position
preshaping of all fingers to grasp the object’s primitive
path generation of the palm towards the preshaped hand
position

4.4.1 Con&act suqface determination
The fust phase in which infeasible grasp positions are eliminated

is the determina tion of contact surfaces. To determine whether a
certain contact surface combination will lead to incorrect grasps,
four tests can be applied

1. are the contact surfaces reachable?
2. is it possible to spread the hand enough so that the fingers

cartclose around the object?
3. are both the contact surfaces free, i.e. are they not blocked

by other objects?
4. does it make sense to grasp the object with these contact

surfaces, i.e. does the contact surface combination conflict
with the high level goal?

If any of the above tests is not satisfie4 that contact surface
combwtion should be deleted from the list of possibWies. In the
current version of the grasping system ordy the fmt two tests are
applied. (The other two tests need information that should be
collected during the task initialization phase, outlined in section 4.3).

fig. 13: task initialization and target approach

The fwst tes~ to determine if the contact surfaces are reachable,
is done by calculating the dkance from the base of the arm to each
contact surface. If the distance for at least one of the two contact
surfacea is larger than the length of the ~ it means that the contact
surface combination is not reachable, and therefore it has failed the
test.

The second test deals with the spred of the hand and the size of
the primitive. The spread of the hand is a measure for the distance
between the tip of the thumb and the the tip of another finger. When
the hartd is flat and the thumb is pointing outwards the maximum
spread cart be determimd for each thumb-fmger combination by
calculating the distamx between the two tips. The maximum spread
of the hand is then themaxirmun of all these maximum spreads of the
fingers. Objects can only be grasped with contact surfaces that are no
further apart than the maximum spread of the hand.

4.4.2 Determination of the grasp position
The second level of deleting infeasible grasps is the selection of

the grasp position. To do this the following tests can be applied:
is the hand position within the reach of the arm?
will the grasp follow fkom an feasible (and optimal) arm
motion?

The fust test to determine whether the hand psition is within
reach of the arm is done by calculating the location of the wrist at the
desired hand position. Then the distance from the base of the arm to
the desired wrist location is calculated. If this distance is larger than
the length of the arm minus the length of the hand then the desired
hand position is not reachable and is thmefore excluded from further
consideration.

In the case of the second test a diftlculty is that the selection of the
best grasp must take into account the motion of the entire arm. For
example, the best grasp may be the one which is reached by the
minimum energy path. The constrained optimization of collision
free limb ~ajectories requires numerical methods such as steepest
descent gra&ent techniques [Wltkin 87], or dynamic programming
[Girard 90]. These techniques are extremely costly, requiring opti-
mization of path and speed distribution in terms of cost criteria
involving both kinematic and dynamics based quantities. A further

complexity arises due to thenee.d to calculate the actual tension in the
tendons and muscles rather than the idealized rotationrd torques of
inverse-dynamics formulations.
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Thesefore we use a heuristic approach that orders the feasible
graspa, but leaves the final decision to the user. A heuristic that has
proven effective is to minimim the weighted sum of the translational
and rotational distance between the initial hand position artdthe fimal
grasp position. The translational dkplacement is given by the dK-
tarw horn the inkial wrist location to the final wrist location. The
rotational duplacement of rhe hand can be calculated by using the
quatesrtion formulation [Shoemake 85] [Pletinckx 89].

4.4.3 Grasp made and hand structure se fection
Withthecxmtact surfaces for the thumb and the fingers known, we

must still determine the grasp mode and hand structure for the grasp.
The selection of thegraap mode depends mairdyon thepurposeof the
action. The grasp mode may be a lateral or paltnar grasp [see figure
14]. A glass is picked up most of the time with a lateral grasp when
the goal is toput the glass on the shelf, but whertthe same glass is used
for driing it will probably be picked up with apahnar grasp (unless
the contents of the glass are very hot). Sometimes the selection of the
grasp mode can also depend on the characteristics of the object. If an
object is very heavy, a power grasp is needed to be able to lift the
object. So when restricting the grasp mo&s to lateral and palmar
grasps the determination of which of the two should be applied
depends on the high-level goal. In in our current implementation the
selection of graapmode is left to the user.

jig. 14: pabnar and iateralgrqn

Although there are a large number of hand structures that are
possible to use when grssping objects, in practice, only a small
number of them me used.

With the following notation T = thumb, 1 = index jinger, M =
middfefmger, R = ring finger andL = littie finger, the most natural
grasps can be defined as ~omovic 87]:

2-fiigered structures (pinches)
pinch-TI
pinch-TM
pinch-TR
pinch-TL

3-fingered structures

three-TIM
three-TMR
thr=-TRL

fig. 15: hand structures

4-fingered structures
four-TIMR
four-TMRL

S-fingered structures
five-TfMRL

The above add to a total of tenhands~ctures [see figure 15]. The
selection of the hand structure can be subdivided into two different
problems:

- How many fingers can be used?

- Which fingers can be used?

The maximum number of fr.ngers that cart be used in the grasp
depends on the size of the object and the size of the hand. The
available space on the object must be compared with the space
occupied by a single fiiger to give an indication about tie maximum
number of fingers.
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Thedetemma- tionof which fmgemarevdidfor thedesiredgmsp
dso depends on therehuive sixeof the hmtd and object. The distance
betweem the two contact surfaces detemdnea how much the figem
must be spread to grasp the object. The aekction of the contact
SurfaceaCmnputed at an earlier stage guaranmea that there is at kast
one finger for which the maximum Spreadis larger thanthisdistance.
All fingers that have amaxinmrn spmd linger than this &stance are
vslid grasp fingers.

After cakzdating the maximum number of grasp fingers Qtd
de@min@ which fingers are valid we must still choose ths best

combination of llngers. Our observation of human grasping have
lead us to formulate the following genezal ruks to select a hand
structure 1) maximize the number of fingers (since more contacts
improve stabii]ty) artd2) favourthe use of fingers closcz tothethumb
(simxthey arestronger).GurimplemmtationHANDS,picb ahami
structure using the aboveruks [see figure 18] but allows the user to
rntmveneand sekct anotherhand struchue [see figure 19].

4.4A Preshaping of thejlngers
Having established the contact surfaces, the approximategrasp

positi~haml structure andgrasptrtodq amoreptecise hand
position must now be cdctdatd ‘Ihe palm position must allow b
fingers to be pkced on the object in such a way that the fotces they
exert on the object produce a stable grasp.

Using the notion of thepinch-fi~, the correct hand position can
be calcukted m a geomdcal way. The pinch-lrne is the imaginary
line between the thumb and a fmgex, called the pinch jhger [see
figure 16J.’l%eforces thatbothfmgemof thepinchexerton the object
are directed along this pinch-line. In order to establish a stable grasp
it makes sense that this pinch-line should go through the center of
~avity of theobjezt. Anoth= asaumptionthatcanbe made isthattlw
thumb and pinch fmga are placed on opposite contact surfacas m
such a way that the forces exerted by b fingers are dkected
perpendicukr to these contact surfacea.

fig. 16: thepinch-line

The chokeof which of the graapfmgem is thepinch hgercanbe
basedonthesameobservations made rnaekcting thehandstructmw
the grasp fmgex closest to the thumb is most likely to be the pinch
finger.

Theorientationof thepinch-linevariea as a complex furtckt of
the natural kinematics of the phwh fingers. The co@mation m
which thepinchfmgera areacettaindktance apartmaybefound~

and khrel&ti@hpsiti-.~xdmd@cb of the-tid as
shown m [figure 8], are automatically precalculated to aati@ the
joint angle constraints of the fingers and thumb using the iltVerSe-

kinematics pmmhm?s described m section 2 The desired distance
between the fingertips may be quickly achieved by using a binary

mh. ~~h-bknwtie bkm-titipoftitib
and the tip of the pinch finger expressed with respect to the hatxi
coordinate system.

hmti~dm.Toql-ti~goftiMdl
the grasp fiitgers am moved fkom their-position to their relaxed
pinch position tmtil they collide with the primitive associated with
the object.

4A5 Pathgeasnadon
Knowing theinitial configllration of thehand andarmandthe

tOWdSh object needa to be &Wmined.
Experimentshaveshowndtstthisqq.nwtchpathhas apredhfie

shqu ~aillard 82] flornovic 87’J. Seen front one side the hand
travels along a S&fightline and seen ftvm another si& it travels
alongacnrve[see figure 17JThispmpertycanbe. mcqmmedinto
thegmaping system byaddinganothez key Posi*cdlcxltk
approachposidcmalongthedesiiedpath Invemdinematicsusing
paeubinvexseccmtrol[Girard90] ~egeois77] [Maciej90] is used
tomovethehand dongthede@mtedpath.

topview Sideview

jig. 17: ~proachpath of the hnnd

4.6 The grasp exectttiott phase
To cxxnpkte ~ grasp, the fingem tuzd to move from tlwir

position on the primitive aamciated witi the object so that they are
touching the object itself. The thumb and pinch fmgezmove towards
each other by intmpolating their Cmrentpoaitionandtheir completed
@hptiti~-~ofti- ofti@~mU~tititi
objt@thatlink catmotbemoved anymore. Thistneansthatwhen
linkico~joitttsj withj=(9~,..i must belocked.’fhesame

andthetarget object aremldated bY*mocwee+
decompoaitionmethod for concavepolygondobjects ~jpkema91]
amlafastpmcedum fwcmnputingtlw distancebeivmstconvex

poly~ objects[Gti 88].A discussionof ou mmion --
tionschemeisbeyondthescopeof thispaper.

5. conclusion
The &velopment of knowledge-basedhand behavbr hasmade

thetaskof cornpubxanimatedgmspingrelatively simpl%whik still
~themeativerole andguidanceofti~. We are
currently extending our graspingknowkdge-baae to include more
compkx CkkfiC@iO!t primitive& forexampkpokingOtldS finger

through the tile of a torus-like cup handle. The approach we have
taken willdkwus toaddmorecoq@ued =P== of =i-.
mhwstie@ atik W~atik~m’sti~&fm

_ i~
We think thattheuse of kmwkdge-baaed techniques will play an

~ly -t role in * ~lrng of mob W involve
Cotnpkx physical and geomewic constrain@ particularly what op-
timdbehaviors must be sekcted fiotn abroad set of feasible actions.
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jig. 18: example  of grasp  selected by the system
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